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. . . And so it seems to us to be quite clear that Africa is on the move
This movement is visible all over the continent. A new leadership is
emerging, new ideas are sweeping from country to country. Yet the life
of the vast majority of the African people remains still but little affected
by this movement. This is the dilemma confronting Africans : how to set
in motion towards economic expansion and social progress a great mass
of mankind still bound by custom, still untouched by the benefits of
modern mechanical civilisation, still largely unconscious of its scourges.
Can the way of life, the ideas and outlook of great numbers of people
be changed and materially improved rapidly, without spiritual suffering
and without damage to the moral integrity of the human person?

This dilemma of Africa is part of the great drama of our time, the
drama of our world unified by fear of destruction and hope for peace,
divided by ideology, suspicion and unreasoning hatred : Is man in this
world, therefore, capable of freedom?

I do not know what the answer to this question will prove to be. But
in putting it, I know where my duty lies. I am confident—and the exper-
ience of this Conference has strengthened my confidence—that you in
Africa know too what you must do. The strength of Africans is that they
will pursue their course in a conscious reaffirmation of human dignity.
Our meetings here during the past two weeks—during days when the
world, and Africa in particular, is passing through a time of great
trouble—have been a test to prove whether men divided in so many
ways can rise above their divisions, can smother the smouldering embers
of twisted hate and let love and respect for the human person guide their
actions. I still believe, as we all prepare to leave here, to go to our homes,
that this can be done.

And this need to work together freely and with mutual respect
towards the advancement of mankind, emerges from the underlying
practical theme of your deliberations. You—and I after you— have
spoken of the need for a massive and diverse effort at education and
training ; and of the need to form the human substance of free associa-
tions and free institutions.
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Education and training, I reiterate, must direct itself to the whole
man. It must convey a sense of purpose as well as a skill; it must convey
respect for others to guide and inspire a determination to act. Education
and training must in short aim to make the individual not an unconscious
though efficient cog in a complicated machine, but an intelligent, under-
standing participant in an adventure of human co-operation.

The problem of education and training posed in these terms is, I
believe, fundamental to the problem of freedom in modern society.
I am not using this word " freedom " as a political slogan. The essence
of freedom as I see it is a sense of mastery over one's destiny. Nothing so
undermines this sense as the feeling of being lost in a strange impersonal
world, the creature of forces which can be neither understood nor con-
trolled. This is the predicament in which the African migrant worker
may find himself on taking up a job in an industrial town : nothing in his
traditional culture prepares him for the shock of modern impersonal
industrial society. In such despair men are most likely to rebel and to
look to a self-appointed saviour for an illusory deliverance.

The fundamental task of education and training should be, again as
I see it, to combat these enslaving tendencies, to give men the power
of understanding which can make them free. This brings us to the ulti-
mate question confronting us all: What is the place of man? Does man
exist for economic development and higher production? Or is economic
progress the means to greater happiness for men? The way we put and
answer this question will determine the means we use to further economic
growth and the kind of education and training we provide for individuals.
I have no doubt myself what the answer should be.

The understanding which it is our duty to make flower is not a
passive thing. It will create new and better ways of doing work ; it will
arouse demands for fuller participation in making decisions. It will, in
short, be a force for economic expansion and for social inventiveness—a
strength to freedom and the creator of prosperity.
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